No.21023/06/2020-PF-VI
Government of India
Ministry of Home Affairs
(Police Division-II)

New Delhi, dated the 18th August 2020

To

1. The Chief Secretaries of All States / UTs
2. Directors – IB/CBI/SVP NPA/SPG/NEPA/NICFS/CFSL/ DCPW /NCRB
3. DsG - BSF/CRPF/ITBP/CISF/NSG/RPF/BPR&D/SSB/NCB/Assam Rifles/NDRF/NIA.

Subject: - Conduct of UN SAAT (United Nations Selection Assistance and Assessment Team) 2020-2022 for Police Officers: Regarding.

Madam/Sir,

Reference to this ministry’s communication of even number dated 15.07.2020(copy enclosed) on the above mentioned subject regarding seeking nominations of police officers latest by 11.08.2020 alongwith their filled-up requisite documents who fulfills the eligibility conditions as mentioned in ibid circulation of this Ministry.

2. In view of the requests for extension of last date, this ministry has decided to extend the date of acceptance of nominations upto 31.08.2020 to ensure representation of personnel from all States/UTs/CAPFs/CPOs, keeping all requisite conditions same as enumerated in the communication ibid dated 15.07.2020.

3. It is intimated that nominations received through Home Departments/ Head of Organizations only along with all requisite documents will be entertained. No direct applications will be considered for UNSAAT 2020-2022.

Encl : MHA’s communication No. 21023/06/2020-PF-VI dated 15.07.2020

Yours faithfully

(S.Muthukumar)

Under Secretary to the Government of India
☎:23092527
Copy to

I. Directors General of Police of All States/UTs. Nominations should be forwarded only through Home Department

II. Commissioner of Delhi Police- Nominations through GNCT Delhi/ UT Division, MHA

III. Director (UNP), Ministry of External Affairs, JNB-2029, New Delhi -11

IV. DIG(Trg), ITBP, CGO Complex, Delhi.- For information and necessary action

V. Commandant, 22nd BN ITBP, CIVPOL Centre, Tigri Camp, New Delhi.- Conduction of one week training at National CIVPOL center, Tigri camp for the police officers of States/CPOs on different batches tentatively from 28th September, 2020 onwards

VI. SO (IT), MHA, with the request to upload the above communication in MHA website.( Header (UNSAAT: 2020-2022)

(S.Muthukumar)

Under Secretary to the Government of India

#:23092527
To

1. The Chief Secretaries of All States / UTs
2. Directors – IB/CBI/SVP NPA/SPG/NEPA/NICFS/CFSL/DCPW/NCRB
3. DsG – BSF/CRPF/ITBP/CISF/NSG/RPF/BPR&D/SSB/NCR/Assam Rifles/NDRF/NIA.

Subject: Conduct of UN SAAT (United Nations Selection Assistance and Assessment Team) 2020-2022 for Police Officers: Regarding.

Madam/Sir,

This Ministry propose to organize UN SAAT Test (United Nations Assistance and Assessment Team) tentatively during the month of September-October, 2020 for preparing a panel of officers to be nominated for selection for deployment with various UN Peacekeeping Missions in South Sudan, Cyprus, etc. against the rotational vacancies to be reported during 2020-2022.

2. The officers whose names are received through proper channel will be further shortlisted depending upon the eligibility criteria (indicated in subsequent paras) so that a panel of officers proportionate to the number of anticipated vacancies is prepared. These short-listed officers will then be called to undergo one week training tentatively in the last week of August, 2020 in English, left hand driving and shooting skill and subsequently to appear before the UN SAAT for test. The nominated candidate should bring EASP form duly filled-in along with Bio data form in soft/hard copies as per the specimen attached.

3. In EASP form, the scanned current photograph of the applicant in Uniform and signatures should be pasted at the relevant places. EASP without photographs and signatures will not be entertained. Candidates have to ensure that, their name(s) mentioned in the EASP form and bio-data are as per the school leaving certificate and the identity card issued by the Department. Candidate must obtain a certificate from the Department that “the names and others particulars mentioned in the EASP form are correct as per the record” and the same should be attached with the EASP form along with an attested photocopy of identity card issued by the Department in the present rank.
In order to facilitate, selection of candidates with right skills required by United Nations Department of Peace Keeping Operations, it is requested that, the candidate must be advised to fill-up their field of specialization and proficiency in foreign language distinctly in the EASP as per SAAT guidelines and skills requirements for deployment of police officers in UN Missions enclosed with this invitation. If any new SAAT guidelines and skills sets are informed by Police Division, UNHQ, the same will be informed and replaced with existing one. MHA's website may please be checked regularly for further information.

Based on the result of the UN SAAT, a panel of officers will be prepared. Passing of UN SAAT test is the minimum requirement for deployment with UN Mission. Merely passing of the UN SAAT is no guarantee for selection for deployment. It will be our endeavor to deploy the officers in the order of their position in merit list prepared on the basis of UN SAAT test. However, UN does not consider the merit position as the sole criteria for selection for deployment. Validity of UN SAAT test is for 2 years only.

During the deployment with UN Missions after selection from the panel, the selected officers will get subsistence allowance from UN while on such deployment. They will be entitled to draw their salary and other allowances from the same organization from where they were drawing before such deployment. They may also be allowed to retain Government accommodation, telephone etc, if any, during the tenure of such deployment.

The State Government/UTs/CAPFs/CPOs are requested to nominate maximum 10 police officers (equal no of females and males) latest by 11th August, 2020 along with their filled-up bio-data, EASP and nominal roll (in attached proforma) who fulfill the following eligibility conditions:-

i) The level of officers deputed- from Head Constables to SSP/Commandant from States, UTs, CAPFS and other organizations.

ii) The candidate should be Graduate.

iii) Possesses four wheeler valid driving license.

iv) Must have completed 08 years of active police service/experience including training period as on date of calling nominations.

v) Above 25 years of age as on date of calling nominations.

vi) Must have good command over English Language (Spoken as well as Written).

vii) IPS officers who have completed 08 years of regular service including basic training. (IPS officers should not be debarred from Central Deputation/Foreign training).

viii) Nominated officers should be clear from Cadre/Vigilance angle.

ix) Necessary cadre clearance from the State Government/CAPFs/any other lending organization concerned should be available.
x) The officers having previous UN Mission deployment, must have completed a cooling off period of **three years** as on the date of issue of circular starting from the date of repatriation/end of previous UN Mission.

xi) Officers proceeding on retirement/superannuation within a period of three years from the date of issue of the circular calling nominations may not be nominated.

8. The State Government/UTs/CPOs/CAPFs are further requested that the officers who had passed the UN SAAT 2018-2020 test held in 2018 but their nominations could not be forwarded for deployment so far can also be nominated to re-appear for UN SAAT test 2020-2022 over and above the cap of nominating ten(10) police officers. The proforma of required bio-data, nominal roll, HR Certificate and EASP are enclosed for filling up and submitting through proper channel.

9. The State Government/UTs/CPOs/CAPFs are also requested to certify separately while forwarding the nominations that “there was no corruption or fraud during the nomination procedures”. **This certification has become mandatory now.**

10. It will be the responsibility of the sponsoring organizations to ensure that the nominated officers fulfill all the eligibility conditions. Failure to meet the above guidelines may result in the cancellation of the candidature and even repatriation of the officer at his own cost. **Direct applications and nominations received after due date will not be entertained.** The nomination letter and all requisite documents must be submitted through email in PDF format to police2-un@mha.gov.in.

   2. Proforma for nominal roll.
   3. Format of EASP
   4. HR Certificates

Yours faithfully

(S. Muthukumar)

Under Secretary to the Government of India

Copy to:-

1. Directors General of Police of All States/UTs.
2. Director (UNP), Ministry of External Affairs, JNB-2029, New Delhi -11.
3. DIG(Trg), ITBP, CGO Complex, Delhi.- For necessary action
4. Commandant, 22\(^{nd}\) BN ITBP, CIVPOL Centre, Tigri Camp, New Delhi:- with the request to be ready for conduction training of nominated officers in batches from last week of August to September, 2020.
5. SO (IT), MHA, with the request to upload the above communication in MHA website.(under the New Header (UNSAAT: 2020-2022)
### Nominal Roll of Officers nominated for UN SAAT 2020-2022

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No</th>
<th>ID No.</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>First Name</th>
<th>Family Name</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Date of Birth (dd/mm/yy)</th>
<th>Date of Joining Govt Service</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Name of organisation/States/UTs/CAPFs/CPOs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
1. Name of Post applied.
2. Job opening number.
3. Name of the Officer.
4. Designation/Rank/organization and Pay scale/pay band with present place of posting.
5. In the case of officers of deputation with other organization:
   (a) Name of Parent organization.
   (b) Name of organization presently employed.
   (c) Date of deputation
   (d) Expected date of repatriation to parent cadre/organization.
6. Date of Birth.
7. Education/Qualification.
8. Date of Joining Police Service and date of superannuation.
10. Previous UN experience:
    Telephone No.
    a. Office
    b. Residence.
    c. Mobile No.(mandatory)
    d. Fax No.
    e. E-mail id.(mandatory)
11. Present Job Profile:
12. NOC from parent cadre (if on deputation) mandatory.- Yes/NO/Not applicable.

I hereby certify that, I fulfil the eligibility requirement notified for the post applied for.

(Signature of the applicant)
"The Department/organization of ........ is hereby confirming that neither Mr/Mrs __________ has been convicted of, nor currently under investigation or being prosecuted for, any criminal or disciplinary offence, or any violations of international human rights law or international humanitarian law. The Department/Organization of ................ also certifies that it is not aware of any allegations against the nominated candidates that they have committed or been involved, by act or omission, in the commission of any acts that may amount to violations of international human rights law or international humanitarian law."

To be signed by an officer
Not Below the Rank of DIG/Director